NEW MUSIC DECEMBER

**ROCK**
- Black Pumas - Chronicles of a Diamond
- Boygenius - The Rest EP
- Devo - 50 Years of De-Evolution 1973-2023
- Dolly Parton - Rock Star
- Duran Duran - Danse Macabre
- Gracie Abrams - Good Riddance
- Iron and Wine - Who Can See Forever
- Jimmy Buffet - Equal Strain on All Parts
- The Mountain Goats - Jenny from Thebes
- PinkPantheress - Heaven Knows

**CLASSICAL**
- Various Artists - Concertos (Vivaldi, Bach, Barbella, Paisiello, Hummel)

**BLUES**
- Johnny Copeland - Just One More Time

**COUNTRY**
- The War and Treaty - Lover’s Game

**HOLIDAY**
- Cher - Christmas

**JAZZ**
- Fred Hersch & Esperanza Spalding - Alive At The Village Vanguard
- Gretchen Parlato & Lionel Loueke - Lean In
- Kenny G - Innocence
- Kurt Rosenwinkel - A Lovesome Thing
- Various Artists - Hot House: The Complete Jazz at Massey

**HIP HOP**
- Atmosphere - Talk Talk
- Busta Rhymes - Blockbusta
- Killer Mike - Michael
- Nicki Minaj - Pink Friday 2
- Post Malone - The Diamond Collection
- 2 Chainz, Lil Wayne - Welcome 2 Collegrove